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T To understand the dynamics
The Suirface Wave IDyf.IIcs of the evolution of the wave

field in the open ocean.
Extleriment (SWADE) -A * To determine the effect of

R kwaves on the air-sea trans-
Retrospective Look at the fers of momentum, heat, and

mass.
Wave Modeling Activities * To explore the response of

the upper mixed layer to at-

by mospheric forcing.
R. E. Jensen A D- A 285 612 0 To investigate the effect of

waves on the response of
various airborne microwave
systems including radar al-
timeters, scatterometers, and

A ~L pproximately 4 years ago a Background synthetic aperture radars.

group of internationally known re- * To improve numerical wave
searchers in meteorology, air-sea In 1988 the Office of Naval Re- modeling.
interactions, and wave theory met search (ONR) brought forth an Ac- To accomplish these goals,
for the last of many preliminary celerated Research Initiative to in situ measurement systems
meetings finalizing their respective study Sea Surface Wave Proc- (buoys) as well as radar-equipped
tasks for the Surface Wave Dynam- esses. The central goal of this aircraft were used. For long-term
ics Experiment (SWADE) to com- program was to enhance under- (6-month deployment) measure-
mence in October 1990 off the Del- standing of the physical and dy- ments, three National Data Buoy
MarVa peninsula. Not since the namic processes of surface wave Center 3-m discus buoys (Steele
Joint North Sea Wave Project phenomena. Two field experi- et al. 1992), and the centerpiece,
(JONSWAP, Hasselmann et al. ments were envisioned, the Sur- the Brookhaven Spar Buoy, were
1973) had there been a concen- face Wave Processes Program used. The Spar contained a bat-
trated measurement program inves- (Weller et al. 1991), and SWADE. tery of meteorological as well as
tigating the evolution of wave spec- In addition to ONR, other U.S. wave measurement devices atop
tra in deep water. This experiment government agencies, such as its massive structure. These four
was timely because new and im- NASA, NOAA, and the U.S. Army locations augmented seven exist-
proved in situ measurement meth- Corps of Engineers, Waterways ing NDBC buoy sites, as well as
ods and advancement of remote Experiment Station, Coastal Engi- four coastal meteorological sta-
sensing devices had come of age neering Research Center (CERC) tions. Additional buoys, the
in the estimation of high-resolution contributed financially, as well as WAVESCAN, WHOI-buoy, and
directional spectra, providing the in the form of facilities and person- four Mini-Met (only meteorological
basis to support a new generation nel to carry off the experiment.
of spectral wave models under de- The SWADE group (consisting
velopment (The WAMDI Group of 50-75 active participants) sum-
1988). marized the goals of the
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measurements) became part of uncommon. The Spar buoy was * Steady, offshore blowing
the SWADE array. Selected time sunk, two of the Mini-Met buoys winds, for fetch-limited growth
periods approximately 2 weeks in were set adrift, and the WHOI and studies.
duration were chosen from Octo- WAVESCAN buoys failed. Al- * Long fetch from the north-
ber 1990 - March 1991, called In- though a considerable loss, it did east, depicting swell wave
tensive Operation Periods (IOP's). not deter the SWADE group. The propagation. Cyclones devel-
During these times, the radar- spar was eventually replaced with oping from the south and
equipped aircraft would fly over another NDBC directional buoy moving northward over the
the SWADE domain (Figure 1) in and a SWATH (small waterplane SWADE area.
pre-determined flight paths dic- area twin hull) ship, the Frederick All of the above storm types
tated by each principal G. Creed, containing an array of Alearlythefie and wes
investigator, meteorological and oceanographic were clearly defined, and well

All was utin instruments similar to that lost off measured. In late February 1991,
All equipment nOnein thes the Gulf Stream migrated unchar-

and ready for the first lOP early in te spar. acteristically in a westward direc-
November. Unfortunately a mas- The SWADE group identified tion into the SWADE array. Of
sive storm developed off the several storm scenarios that were the four principal directional
Southern Carolinas late in Octo- critical to the success of the pro- SWADE buoys, three measured
ber. By the time it reached the ject. These were: an increase in sea temperatures
SWADE area its winds were in ex- • Cold air outbreaks depicting of 100 in about 3 hr, a clear indica-
cess of 25 m/s and significant large wind shifts for direc- tion of the intruding Gulf Stream.
wave heights of 8.0 m were not tional relaxation examinations. On 5 March 1991 (during IOP-3),

all radar-equipped aircraft flew
over the Gulf Stream, including
one flight carrying Airborne Ex-

44= pendable Current Profilers, and
44 Bathythermographs. The very

0 NDOCb4Oy unique wave-current interaction
#2 C, H ,,stBn situation that was revealed on that
0 mto == , day will continue to be studied for

MT buoy ,,years to come.

4Wave Modeling
Activities

A •One of the many important fac-
4464 ets of the SWADE project was in

A .the area of wave modeling.
38* "r2 . .CERC became an active partici-

W' pant in these activities. One
+ /unique spectral wave model was

4T4- selected for this experiment,
3GWAM (The WAMDI Group

36'/ 1988), to be run in a forecast
mode (for aircraft planning pur-

410" poses); a hindcast mode to study
41101 the intenelakinshis between the

source/sink terms (atmospheric in-
___ put, nonlinear wave-wave interac-

-78" -76' -74 °  -72" -70" .68. .6 tions, and dissipation); and an
analysis tool to better replicate the
energy balance with the

FIgure 1. Geographic location of the SWADE buoys embedded In the measurements.
network of existing NDBC stations. The mean (solid) and one standwd
deviation (dashed) positiom of the North Wall of the Gulf Stream
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A 24-hr wave forecasting sys- (at 0.08330). This grid nesting * European Centre for Medium
tem was developed, tested, and process worked quite well (Fig- Range Weather Forecasts
implemented for the SWADE proj- ure 2) where model simulations (ECMWF)
ect. The Fleet Numerical Meteor- and grids were selected based on e United Kingdom Meteorologi-
ology and Oceanography Center the processes (and scaling) to be cal Office (UKMO)
produced stress fields twice a day studied. * NASA/Goddard Space Flight
during the three IOP's. Those In order to accomplish the first Center1

fields were accessed through the task, many forecasting centers
Civilian Navy/NOAA Oceano- around the world were sought to Oceanweather, Inc. (funded
graphic Data Distribution System provide wind stress fields for the by Atmospheric Environment
and a high-speed modem. Once area: Service of Canada,
the wind fields were pre-proc- OWNmES)l
essed and the wave model set Fleet Numerical Meteorology oas c
up, the actual forecast would take and Oceanography Center Each forecasting centerplc.Al upu ieswr ps-(FNMOC) (FNMOC, ECMWF, UKMO) pro-
place. All output files were post- vided high quality wind fields that
processed in the form of wave o National Meteorological resulted in generally good quality
height fields, with accompanying Center/National Weather wave estimates. Hindcast wind
mean wave direction vectors (ap- Service (NMC/NWS) fields (NASA, OW/AES, and
propriately called Custer Dia- NMC/NWS, although the latter
grams), and also time plots of the adopted the methods used in
mean wave parameters (signifi-
cant wave height, peak wave pe-
riod, mean wave direction), wind
speed, and wind direction. Once
completed, the files were shipped
through the network to Wallops Is-
land for the SWADE morning
briefing.

At the conclusion of SWADE,
the wave modelling team outlined
a series of strategy papers, rigor-
ously evaluating 3GWAM under
various wind forcing functions, dif-
fering physics, shallow-water ef-
fects, and wave-current interaction
tasks. A three-level gridded sys-
tem was constructed for the
SWADE project. The Basin scale
grid covered the entire north and
south Atlantic Ocean, from the
coast of North and South Amer-
ica, eastward to Europe and Af-
rica at a 1.00 longitude/latitude
resolution. The second grid,
called the Regional grid (0.250
resolution) covered the continental
shelf area, from Nova Scotia to
the Florida Keys. The finest scale
grid, or the SWADE grid, ex-
tended from Cape Cod to Cape
Hatteras extending approximately
400 km in the offshore direction Figure 2. Hierarchy of grid nesting Implemented for SWADE wave

smhulations (A = Basin Grid, R = Regional Grid, F= SWADE Grid) r

Wind fields provided for wave hindcast studies, and not part of an operational center.
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SWADE for a tiew standard prod- data set derived from this 6-month Hasselmann, K., Barnett, T. P.,
uct) can rely on vast amounts of deployment period (and two suc- Bouws, E., Carlson, H., Cart-
measured data that did not exist cessful lOP's) has and will con- wright, D. E., Enke, K., Ewing, J.
in the forecasting analysis mode. tinue to provide the scientific com- A., Gienapp, H., Hasselmann,
For example, the hand kinematic munity the basis to study he D. E., Kruseman, P., Meerburg,
analysis method used to generate physical processes of ocean wave A., Muller, P., Olbers, K. J., Rich-

ter, K., Sell, W., and Walden, W.the OW/AES wind fields required spectral evolution. H. (1973). "Measurements of
over 600 man-hours to process. Being part of the SWADE ex- wind-wave growth and swell de-
These wind fields were found to periment brought to CERC vast cay during the Joint North Sea
be of the highest quality, and pro- amounts of directional wave spec- Wave Project (JONSWAP)."
duced unprecedented skill in the tra data, insights and collaboration Deutsche Hydrograph, Zeit., Er-
specification of all mean wave pa- with an intemationally recognized ganzung-self Reihe A 8(12).
rameters (height, period, and direc- group of spectral wave theoreti- Steele, K. E., Teng, C.-C., and
tion) compared to buoy measure- cians, and a first-hand introduc- Wang, D. W. C. (1992). "Wave
ments in the SWADE region. tion to state-of-the-art spectral direction measurements using
This effort was not to show the in- modelling technology. CERC also pitch-roll buoys." Ocean
adequacies of forecast center strengthened its working relation- Engng., 19 (4), 349-375.
wind field specifications. It did, ships with other sections of U.S. The WAMDI Group: Hasselmann,
however, provide the numerical governmental services, such as S., Hasselmann, K., Bauer, E..
wave modeler with the basis to the Navy, NASA, and NOAA by Janssen, P. A. E. M., Komen, G.
distinguish wind field uncertainties sharing data, machine-made wind J., Bertotti, L., Lionello, P., Guil-
from wave model deficiencies. Be- and wave fields, and insights into laume, A., Cardone, V. C.,
cause of this type of effort, there spectral wave modelling that con- Greenwood, J. A., Reistad, M.,
are now excellent opportunities to tinue to this day, Zambresky, L., and Ewing, J. A.
test new wave model physics, per- (1988). "The WAM model - a
form trial energy balances, and third generation ocean wave pre-
identify spectral wave modelling References diction model." J. Phys.
deficiencies. Iceanogr., 8 (12), 1775-1810.

Work continues in the wave Caruso, M. J., Graber, H. C., Jen- -,Ier, R. A., Donelan, M. A.,
oellingtieam gr .ts any sen, R. E., and Donelan, M. A. Brisco, M. G., and Huang, N. E.modelling team group. As many (1993). "Observations and Mod- (1991). "Riding the crest: A tale

as 400 separate wave model simu- elling of Winds and Waves Dur- of two wave experiments." AMS
lations have been performed for ing the Surface Wave Dynamics Bulletin, 72, No. 2,163-183.
the SWADE project, ranging from Experiment; Report 1, Intensive
a few hours, where specification Observation Period lOP-1: 20-
of the modelled source/sink terms 31 October 1990." Technical Or. Robert E. Jensen is a Research Hy-
have been evaluated, to a full Report CERC-93-6, U.S. Army draulic Engineer at the U.S. Army Engi-
6-month hindcast of the SWADE Engineer Waterways Experi- neer Waterways Experiment Station's

Coastal Engineering Research Center
time period. ment Station, Vicksburg, MS. (CERC). He received a Bachelors de-

(1994). "Observa- gree in Atmospheric and OceanographicSciences, a Bachelors of Engineering de-
tions and Modelling of Winds gree in Environmental Sciences Engi-

tim ary and Waves During the Surface neering at he Universi of Michigan, and
Wave Dynamics Experiment; a Masters degree in Ocean Engineering

After approximately 4 years Report 2, Intensive Observation at Oregon State University. He received
his Ph.D. from Texas A&M University inand 20,000 directional spectra Period lOP-3: 25 February - 1983. Since that time, he has been at

from various measurement plat- 9 March 1991." Technical Re- CERC working on the Wave Information
forms (e.g. Caruso et al. 1993; port CERC-93-6, U.S. Army En- Study and, more recently, headng re-
Caruso et al. 1994), SWADE can gineer Waterways Experiment search and development efforts on spec-

tral wave modeling and surface wave
be considered a success. The Station, Vicksburg, MS. dynamics.
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John Housley Retires
Mr. John G. Housley recently ment with the Coastal Engineering 1993, and acted as an assistant

retired from the Directorate of Civil Research Board (CERB), attend- to the Director of Civil Works on
Works in Corps Headquarters. A ing CERB meetings from 1964 to matters pertaining to the CERB.
World War II Navy veteran, he ob- He has a major role in the Section
tained his B.S. degree in Civil En- 54 Low-Cost Shore Protection Pro-
gineering from Lehigh University, gram and, among his many du-
then came to work for the Corps ties, served on the ACES Pilot
of Engineers at WES in 1951 Committee and as a technical
where he worked for Mr. Robert monitor for the Corps' coastal
Y. Hudson in the Hydraulics Labo- R&D programs.
ratory. While at WES, he earned In the photo, John (on the left)
his M.S. in Civil Engineering at _ is seen during his last official visit
MIT. He later transferred to the to CERC, receiving a memento
Lake Survey District and, in 1970, from Dr. James R. Houston, Direc-
transferred to Corps Headquar- tor of CERC.
ters. He had long-time involve-

Beachfill Costs on Target
The U.S. Army Corps of Engi- ects, covering 210 miles of coast- ment on 33 projects, and struc-

neers is in the process of conduct- line, for which the Federal govern- tures on 35 projects. Costs were
ing a study to evaluate the eco- ment provided $403.2 million from adjusted to 1993 dollars for com-
nomic and environmental effective- 1950 to 1993. The Federal share parison purposes. The study
ness of the Federally sponsored was 60 percent of the total project shows that actual costs were
Shore Protection and Beach Ero- costs. 96 percent of original estimated
sion Control Program. The study As part of the Phase I effort of costs. An additional comparison
is being conducted in response to the study, comparisons of esti- was made of sand volume placed.
a request by the Office of Manage- mated costs and actual costs The ratio of volume placed, from
ment and Budget. The study re- were made for beach restoration 1950 to 1993, to original esti-
views the period from 1950 to on 40 projects, beach nourish- mated volume required was 1.05.
1993. There were 56 large proj-

Coastal Dynamics '95
Coastal Dynamics '95, an inter- compass the following areas of mail three copies of an abstract

national conference on coastal coastal research: hydrodynamics by January 15, 1995. The total
research in terms of large-scale and related physical oceanogra- length of the abstract should not
experiments, will be held in phy of coastal areas; sediment exceed two pages, including fig-
Gdansk, Poland, on September 4- transport dynamics; morphody- ures. Point of contact is Polish
9, 1995. The conference will fo- namics and shore evolution; water Academy of Sciences, Institute of
cus on recent technical and scien- quality; and remote sensing and Hydro-Engineering, IBW PAN,
tific progress in coastal dynamics other large-scale monitoring tech- 7 Koscierska, Gdansk 80-953,
resulting from data collected in niques. English will be the official Poland, Email cdsec@hapcio.
large laboratory facilities or in the language of the conference. ibwpan.gda.pl, FAX (+4858)
field. Conference topics will en- Authors are invited to submit by 524211.
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New Senior Research Scientist
Dr. Donald T. Resio became a Dr. Resio's education includes

Senior Scientist (ST) at the U.S. a BA degree in Physical Geogra-
Army Engineer Waterways Experi- phy, an MS degree in Environ-
ment Station's (WES) Coastal En- mental/Physics Science from the
gineenng Research Center University of Virginia, and a Ph.D.
(CERC) on 16 May 1994, in recog- from the University of Virginia in
nition of his career achievements Environmental Science.
in the research area of coastal His awards and recognitions in-
wave dynamics and coastal sedi- clude the Army Research and De-
mentation. As a Senior Scientist velopment Award in 1980, his se-
at CERC, Dr. Resio performs a lection to the Wave Statistics Com-
range of research related to mill- mittee of the American Society of
tary activities such as Logistics Civil Engineers, and his selection
Over the Shore (LOTS) and to the to be an expert witness in several
solution of civil problems such as large court cases of international
coastal erosion, maintenance of significance. Dr. Resio also has
navigation channels, and disposal served as the chief oceanographic
of dredged material. Dr. Resio advisor to numerous private com-
also serves as the CERO advisor panies and government agencies
to other scientists and engineers bourne, FL. Dr. Resio's prior ex- worldwide and was recently cho-
in their research and related appli- perience includes the following: sen to be the invited lecturer to
cations. Immediately prior to ac- President of Offshore and Coastal provide wave prediction training to
cepting his ST position, Dr. Resio Technology (OCTI), Vice-Presi- professors and engineering profes-
served as an associate professor dent of Oceanweather, and Re- sionals in Australia.
of Oceanography at the Florida In- search Physical Scientist at WES.
stitute of Technology in Mel-

Postdoctorates in Climate Change
The National Oceanic and At- There is no application form. interest and, if so inclined, describ-

mospheric Administration's Qualified scientists are encour- ing the type of background they
(NOAA) 1995 Postdoctoral Pro- aged to apply by sending the fol- would prefer to see in their post-
gram in Climate and Global lowing information: Ph.D. disserta- doctoral fellow. Hosts are ex-
Change has recently been an- tion abstract, including title of the pected to mentor the fellow as
nounced. The program offers up dissertation; proposed project de- well as provide a workstation and
to a 2-year visiting research ap- scription; statement of proposed cover any other unique research
pointment, reviewed annually. project relevance to climate and costs associated with this fellow-
Applications are solicited from global change; resum6 with list of ship. A limited amount of scien-
postdoctoral candidates, and host publications; names and ad- tific travel funding is available.
scientists are invited to submit let- dresses of four references, one of Application materials must be
ters of intent to help the commit- whom must be the dissertation ad- submitted no later than 1 March
tee in the matchmaking process. visor. If applicants do not know in 1995 to Meg Austin, Program Man-
A steering committee, represent- advance with whom or where they ager, UCAR Office of Programs,
ing the skills and interest covered prefer to study, the committee will P.O. Box 3000, Boulder, CO
by this program, selects the fel- attempt to match applicants and 80307 For further information
lows and assists in coordinating institutions, contact the UCAR Office of Pro-
appointments with agencies and Scientists interested in being grams at 303-497-8649 or E-mail
institutions, hosts are encouraged to send a at bappelha@ncar.ucar.edu.

short letter briefly stating their
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CEEP Graduation
The second class of the mester hours at CERC's Field Re- ,

Coastal Engineering Education search Facility in Duck, NC; and
Program (CEEP) graduated on 19 semester hours at WES, for a
16 August 1994 at the Waterways total of 37 hours. Students com-
Experiment Station's (WES) pleting degree requirements will
Coastal Engineering Research also receive a Master of Engineer-
Center (CERC). Diplomas were ing degree from TAMU.
presented to Peter Grace, Jack- The CEEP is offered every
sonville District; Tom Smith, Jack- third year, with the next class
sonville District; Tony Risko, Los scheduled for the 1996-97 aca-
Angeles District; and Linda Lilly- demic year. Interested Corps of
crop, CERC. The CEEP is a Engineers employees should sub-
1-year program administered mit applications during the 1994
jointly by the WES Graduate Insti- long-term training survey. The Pennington, director, WES Gradu-
tute and Texas A&M University program is not limited to Corps ate Institute at (601) 634-3549 or
(TAMU). The students completed employees. Information on the Charles C. Calhoun, Jr., Assistant
15 semester hours at TAMU; 3 se- program is available from Dr. Jim Director, CERC at (601) 634-2001.

Barrier Island Ocean Watch Network
The Alliance for a Living work (BIOWNET) to connect U.S. ups, protection of seashore habi-

Ocean, an ocean conservation or- barrier island communities. The tats, ocean conservation, and
ganization located in Beach Ha- network's goal is to exchange other related topics. Information
ven, New Jersey, has established ideas dealing with dune protection can be obtained from Mr. Fred
a barrier island ocean watch net- and replenishment, beach clean- Bach via E-mail at fbach@igc.apc.org.

Science and Engineering Apprentice Program
As part of the Science and En- Selecting Optimum Logistics-Over-

gineering Apprentice Program, the-Shore Sites in Central Amer-
CERC hosted five students this ica" by Jessica Un, "The Core-Loc
summer. The program, adminis- Concrete Armor Unit Versus the
tered through George Washington Dolos Concrete Armor Unit" by
University, allows high school stu- Thomas Baggett, "Geographic In-
dents to work under the mentor- formation System (GIS) and the
ship of a CERC scientist or engi- Coastal Engineering Research
neer for 8 weeks during the sum- Center" by Eric Payne, "Coastal In-
mer. The students conduct re- let Database and Classification
search on a particular project and System" by Christian Hancock,
at the end of the summer write a and "Evaluation of Water Clarity
paper about their work. They Data for Airbome Laser Bathymet-
then present their paper at ticipants in the program. The proj- ric Surveying" by Wesley
George Washington University ects for CERC students this sum- McCleese.
with approximately 600 other par- mer included: "Database for
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Young Scholars Program
Forty-two high school students gineering and shoreline preserva- flume. Holly Beach and Con-

were selected to participate in the tion. During the second week stance Beach, Louisiana, on the
1994 National Science Foundation they spent 3 days at the U.S. Gulf of Mexico, served as an out-
Young Scholars Program on Army Engineer Waterways Experi- door laboratory. Students ob-
coastal erosion and preservation ment Station's Coastal Engineer- served attempts at coastal preser-
at McNeese State University, ing Research Center (CERC), vation, and measured the rate of
Lake Charles, Louisiana. Stu- where they attended lectures and erosion by surveying the beach
dents were chosen on the basis demonstrations of laboratory and line.
of grades, an essay, their awards numerical models by CERC engi- An award was given to the top
and accomplishments in high neers and scientists. The stu- Young Scholar in each session.
school, and letters of recommen- dents also collected wave data in Additional information on the pro-
dation from science and math a laboratory flume and performed gram may be obtained from Mary
teachers. The students were di- PC data analysis. Richardson, Project Director,
vided into two groups for the As part of the program, each McNeese State University at (318)
program. student designed a model of a de- 475-5123.

Each group of Young Scholars vice to prevent coastal erosion
spent 3 weeks studying coastal en- and tested the model in a wave

8p
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COASTAL 95
An international conference, ence will emphasize computer be submitted not later than

Coastal '95 - Computer Modelling modelling of seas and coastal re- November 4, 1994, for review. En-
of Seas and Coastal Regions, will gions under normal and extreme quiries should be addressed to Liz
be held in Cancun, Mexico, on conditions, with special interest on Johnstone, COASTAL 95, Wessex
September 6-8, 1995. The confer- practical applications currently be- Institute of Technology, Confer-
ence is being organized by the ing carried out around the world. ence Secretariat, Ashurst Lodge,
Wessex Institute of Technology, The conference will be held at the Ashurst, Southampton, S040
Southampton, UK, and the Univer- Sheraton Cancun Resort and Tow- 7AA, United Kingdom, FAX 44 (0)
sidad Autonoma Metropolkiana, ers. Three copies of an abstract 703-292853, E-mail cmri@ib.d.ac.uk.
lztapalapa, Mexico. The confer- not exceeding 300 words should

Publications of Interest
The following publications are available from the sources indicated They are not available from CERC.

The Evolving Coast, 231 Geotimes, monthly publication, 20402-9315. By telephone (202)
pages, Scientific American U- $24.95 per year ($38.95 per year 512-2470.
brary, price not listed. Copies outside the United States). Sub- Tsunamis Affecting the West
available from W. H. Freeman and scriptions available from the Amer- Coast of the United States, 1806-
Company, 41 Madison Ave., New can Geological Institute, 1992, 1993, 242 pages, softcover,
York, NY 10010. Geotimes, 4220 King Street, Alex- $15, prepayment required, Master-

Submerging Coasts: The Ef- andria, VA 22302-1507. By tele- Card, Visa, and American Express
fects of a Rising Sea Level on phone (703) 379-2480. accepted. Copies available from
Coastal Environments 184 pages, Hurricane Hugo: Puerto Rico, National Geophysical Data Cen-
softcover, $64.95; The Economics the Virgin Islands, and Charleston, ter, E/GC4, Dept 942, 325 Broad-
of Coastal Management: A Man- South Carolina, September 17-22, way, Boulder, CO 80303-3328.
ual of Benefit Assessment Tech- 1989, 1994, 296 pages, $39 plus By telephone (303) 497-6277,
niques (Includes five case studies $4 shipping and handling, prepaid. FAX (303) 497-6513, e-mail:
from the United Kingdom), 1992, Copies available from the National info@mail.ngdc.noaa.gov.
368 pages, $99; and Basic Wave Academy Press, 2101 Constitution Tsunamis on the Pacific Coast
Mechanics for Coastal and Ocean Avenue, NW, Box 285, Washing- of Washington State and Adjacent
Engineers, 285 pages, $64.95. ton, DC 20055. By telephone Areas - An annotated Bibliography
Copies available from John Wiley (202) 334-3313. and Directory, 1994, 18 pages,
& Sons, 1 Wiley Drive, Somerset, Lessons Learned from Hurd- free. Copies available from Con-
NJ 08875. By Telephone 1-800- cane Andrew, 1993, 137 pages, nie J. Manson, Washington Divi-
225-5945, 0830-1730 Eastern Stock No. 552-070-14741-1, $5. sion of Geology and Earth Re-
Time Zone (Monday thru Friday). Transcript of Hearings by the Sen- sources, 1111 Washington Street

Coastal Stabilization, Innovative ate Committee on Environment SE, Room 173, P.O. Box 47007,
Concepts 578 pages, $96. Cop- and Public Works. Copies avail- Olympia, WA 98504-7007. By
ies available from PTR Prentice able from the Superintendent of telephone (206) 902-1472, FAX
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ. Documents, U.S. Government (206) 902-1785, e-mail: cjmanson

Printing Office, Congressional @u.washington.edu
Sales Office, Washington, DC
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IAPSO Change of Venue
Due to logistical problems en- sembly from Boulder, Colorado, to Dr. Robert E. Stevenson, Secre-

countered at the originally sched- Honolulu, Hawaii. The scheduled tary-General, IAPSO, FAX (619)
uled site, the International Associa- dates have changed and are now 481-6938, E-mail: r.steven-
tion for the Physical Sciences of August 5-12, 1995. Point of con- son.iapso@omnet.com, or
the Oceans (IAPSO) has changed tact for information on the sympo- iapso@electriciti.com.
the venue for its XXI General As- sia schedule and registration is

little Pikes Inlet, Breach and Closure
Litl 

Little Pokes Inlet

Aug~ 6.1 aNovembe 29. 199;'

Lttle Pikes Inlet - breach In the Westhampton barrier Inlet Closure -Little Pikes Inlet was closed starting in
island on the south shore of Long Island, New York. The August 1993, using 1.5 million yd3 of sand from an
area was impacted by a series of storms occurring In offshore borrow site and 1,800 linear ft of 30-ft steel
late 1992 and early 1993, with the Initial breach forming sheet piling. Initial construction of the closure was from
during the December 1992 Nor'eaater. The growth rate east to west In the direction of the predominant
of the breach was 116 ft/day measured at Dune Road longshore sand movement An abrupt change In the
from February to March 1993, eventually stabilizing at a direction of sand movement during the final stages of
5,000-ft width In March to April 1993. The throat of the construction resulted in itmmedlate closure of the
Inlet increased at a maximum rate of 24 ft/day, eventually breach, and final sand flil was placed on the west shore
reaching a maximum width of 2,000 ft by August 1993 proceeding east (Photo by Dan Covello, First Coastal
(Photo by Dan Covello, First Coastal Corp., used with Corp., used with permission).
permisslon).
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Calendar of Coastal Events of Interest
Nov 8 - 10, 1994 Coastal Engineering Research Board Public Meeting, Vicksburg, Mississippi

POC: Sharon Hanks (601) 634-2004, FAX (601) 634-4253,
Internet: SHARON@COAFS1 .WES.ARMY.MIL

Nov 13 - 16, 19cj4 Dredging '94, Buena Vista Palace Hotel, Lake Buena Vista, Florida
POC: Charles Calhoun (601) 634-2001

Jan 9 - 13, 1994 Dredging Engineering Shor Course, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas

Jan 25 - 27, 1995 New Strategies for America's Beaches, St. Petersburg, Florida
POC: David Tait (904) 222-2677, FAX (904) 561-1172

Feb 3 - 5, 1995 CoastGIS '95, Cork, Ireland, FAX 353-21-271980
Apr 3 - 7, 1995 Corps of Engineers National Interagency Workshop on Wetlands, Clarion Hotel,

New Orleans, Louisiana, POC: (601) 634-2569/4217, FAX (601) 634-3664
May 1 - 4, 1995 Offshore Technology Conference, Houston, Texas, POC: FAX (214) 952-9435
May 24, 1995 Annual Dredging Seminar, Minneapolis, Minnesota
May 25 - 26, 1995 Western Dredging Association, Annual Meeting, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Jul 17 - 22, 1995 Coastal Zone '95, Tampa, Florida, POC: Dr. Billy Edge, (409) 847-8712
FAX (409) 845-6156

Aug 5 - 12, 1995 International Association for the Physical Sciences of the Oceans,
XXI General Assembly, Honolulu, Hawaii

Sep 4 - 9, 1995 Coastal Dynamics '95, Gdansk, Poland, email: cdsec@hapcio.ibwpan.gda.pl
FAX: (+4858) 524211

Sep 6 - 8, 1995 Coastal '95, Cancun, Mexico, email: cmi@ib.rl.ac.uk
Nov 14 - 17, 1995 14th World Dredging Congress, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Risk Analysis Net
Battelle Pacific Northwest Labo- is moderated (i.e., immoderate or tion requests and responses, job

ratory and the Columbia-Cascades inappropriate postings are filtered announcements, and information
Chapter of the Society for Risk out) to reduce e-mail "noise" and on software. Information can be
Analysis have established a Risk to better comply with the list's obtained by e-mail from
Analysis mailing list on Internet. goals. jsdukelow@pnl.gov. To sub-
Subscribers to the mailing list, For purposes of the list, risk scribe, send the e-mail message:
RISKANAL, will receive any mes- analysis is broadly defined and subscribe riskanal <first name>
sages sent to the list either peri- includes all forms of natural haz- <last name> to listserv@voglnp.
odically in digested form or imme- ards. Appropriate postings in- pnl.gov. Messages to the list
diately upon receipt, and can clude news items of interest, con- should be sent to riskanal@
choose which form of the list they ference announcements, informa- voglnp.pnl-gov.
want to receive. The mailing list

Chacges of Address
We receive numerous inquiries from tion list number>/ <number of copies to Director

people who find they are no longer receiv- your address - usually one>. As an exam- U.S. Army Engineer Waterways
ing the CERCular. This is usually because pie, a mailing code on a label reading Experiment Station
they have moved without sending in a 99999/123/1 means that your personal ATTN: CEWES-IM-MV/Angie
change of address. A central office at the identification number is 99999, the material Giles
U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experi- being mailed is the CERCular (Ust number 3909 Halls Ferry Road
ment Station maintains distribution lists for 23), and you are receiving one copy (the Vicksburg, MS 39180-6199
all six laboratories at WES. Recipients of standard mailing). A single notice of Change of address cards are available
publications are given individual identifica- change of address will suffice for all publi- at any U.S. Post Office. Please include
tion numbers which appear on the mailing cations received from WES. A standard your old mailing address, with identification
labels. The code on the mailing label has postal change of address card should be number, and your new mailing address.
the form <identification number>/<disrlu- sent to:
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The CERCular
Coastal Engineering

Research Center

This bulletin is published in accordance with AR 25-30 as an informia-
tion dissemination function of the US Army Engineer Waterways Ex-
periment Station. The publication is part of the technology transfer
mission of CERC. Results from ongoing research programs will be
presented. Special emphasis will be placed on articles relating to
application of research results or technology to specific project needs.
Contributions of pertinent information are solicited from all sources and
will be considered for publication. Communications are welcomed and
should be addressed to the Coastal Engineering Research Center,
ATTN: Dr. Fred E. Camfield, US Army Engineer Waterways Expen-
ment Station, 3909 Halls Ferry Road, Vick~sburg, MS 39180-6199, or
call 601/634-2012. FAX 601/634-3433. Intemnet: CAMFIELD@
COAFS1 .WES.ARMY.MIL

Potts Pat South Harpawell, ME, August 199, view
looking southeaL This Is one of the long, north-South
trending Islands tha projec Into Cascio Bay. The rocky
outcrops are weathered, friable mretamnorphic schists and
gneisse.. There are sorne Intertidal nwshes In thi ROBERT W. WHALIN, PhD, PE
region located on peat depoits, but very, lttle sand is Di rector
present alon the shore. IPwto courtesy of Any mJotun, CEAC._____________________
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